
2015 BUDGET SUMMARY

Antigone’s 2015 revenues were of 149.603,85€.

The most important donors have been Compagnia di San Paolo, which contributed to the association
institutional activities with 50.099,86€ (33.5% of the total revenues) and Tavola Valdese, which
contributed with the 8x1000 funds to our two Observatories on the prison conditions. Tavola
Valdese’s contributions for 2015 were received by Antigone only at the beginning of 2016, and will
appear therefore in the 2016 preventive budget.

The other significant contributions received for the realization of the projects were:

1. Open Society Foundations contribution for the project Migrants Defence in Jail, which was the
17.8% of the total revenues. In particular in 2015 we received 2.201,33€ as a final payment of
the grant for the first part of the project, and 24.420,43€ as an initial payment for the second
part of the project. In this project Antigone, in cooperation with the Department of Law of the
University Roma Tre, was authorized to offer free legal information to detainees (Italians and
non-nationals) in Regina Coeli. The non-nationals in Regina Coeli are almost the 60% of the
total population (around 900 people). The legal information provided regards the life
conditions in detention and the status of migrant. At the information helpdesk participated 15
tutors, 2 coordinators and around 30 students.

2. The contribution that we received by Fair Trials as partners of the project The practice of pre-
trial detention; monitoring alternatives and judicial decision-making in Italy was of 6.229,91€
(4,2%). It is a project of analysis of the alternative measures to detention and of the decision-
making processes used by the judicial authority to grant these measures. Antigone turned this
study into a national report in English, which was presented to the leader organizations of the
project. They inserted it into a regional report that will be soon presented to Bruxelles. Thanks
to the CILD pro-bono lawyers we had the report translated to Italian and we will make it
known through our channels.



3. Regarding the European projects, in 2015 we received 2.524€ (1,7%): 1000€ for the European
Observatory and 1.524€ for the project CoBS(2) – Community Bonding Supervision for
Community Based Sentences, realized as members of Consorzio TENDA.

4. An other 10.000€ (6,7%) came from the magazine Gli Asini for the realization of two
journalistic laboratories at Rebibbia Nuovo Complesso. The laboratories were included in the
project Libri in carcere – La lettura che libera (Books in prison – the reading that makes free),
that is about the distribution of books in Italian prisons.

5. Capitale Lavoro gave 3.500€ (2,3%) for the realization of the training school in cooperation
with Scuola del Sociale of the Metropolitan City of Rome. This year’s theme was juvenile justice
and the participants were also able to visit the Centro Prima Accoglienza (center where minors
stay for 48 hours while waiting for the judge to decide whether to apply a precautionary measure
or not. TN) of Rome.

The other revenues came from membership fees and from the subscriptions to the magazine
(7.450,29€ - 5%), from the 5x1000 (4.765,44€ - 3,2%) and from other donations.

There were windfall profits for a total of 27.800,09€ (18,6%), which came from unpayable debts.

The expenses approved for 2015 were mostly related to the personnel, therefore salaries: 69.128€
(40,3%).

The expenses for services (which is: trips, phone expenses, post expenses, office materials, expenses
for the participation to congresses and conferences, notary advices, etc.) were of 21.724,65€ (12,6%)
and the expense reimbursements for the services provided within the participation to other European
and national projects were of 33.696,96€ (19,6%).

The European Commission grant to distribute to the partners of the European Observatory in 2015
was of 32.852€ (19%). There are still 77.472€ to be distributed among the partners.

60.000€ (3,5%) were given to ASGI (Associazione Studi Giuridici per l’Immigrazione), because they
are partners of the project financed by the Fondazione Charlemagne on the protection of the rights of
non-European detainees.

There are still 23.000€ to give to Univeristà di Torino from the contribution of Compagnia San Paolo.
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